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1.

Introduction

Aim of this document is to provide an overview of the functionalities and GUI that has been
developed for the Big Bison release. As Big Bison is in fact the successor of Small Bison, please refer
to deliverable D6.2 for the basic information.
Big Bison has been built on the fundamentals of Small Bison. The main changes between both
versions are:
• Extension of the initial featureset (s.a. search functions, keyword grouping, single call view,
etc)
• Implementation of Speech-To-Text (STT) support
• Implementation of real time support
• Implementation of anonymization
• Extension towards 3rd party telephony infrastructure
• Implementation of dynamic dashboard functionality

2.

Back-end Overview

The back-end schematic has not changed fundamentally between Big Bison and Small Bison. For the
completeness of the information, the updated version can be seen in Figure below.
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Figure: Back-end schematic

This is a brief explanation of the different building blocks:
-

Recording Manager (GUI): this is the interface for the end user, presented in detail below
Contact Center API: the API that collects data from various sources, acting as central data
exchange interface
CCA: the Contact Center Administrator server software
Speech Service: the processing service acting as connector between the contact center &
speech processing environment
Recording Management Service: this is the module responsible for recording processing
and anonymization
CTArchitect: the MyForce Contact Center telephony environment
SQL Server: the database server
File Share: directory where recording files are stored
Speech Processing REST API: connector between the contact center & speech processing
environment
Speech processing servers: the environment responsible for all speech processing-related
activities
3rd party Telephony server: a third party Contact Center telephony environment
Export: This is the module which gathers recordings and metadata from the 3rd party
Telephony server as a preparation for the Import Statistics service
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-

Import Statistics service: this service imports recordings and meta-data from 3rd party and
own systems into the Bison environment.
To enable real time processing a direct connection between CTArchitect/3 rd party Telephony
server and the speech processing servers is established (marked in red)

For avoidance of any doubt: CTArchitect on one hand and the 3rd party Telephony server are mutually
exclusive.
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3.

GUI Overview of the Recording Manager

3.1. Introduction
As part of Big Bison the recording manager has undergone several improvements/evolutions. For
basic functionality we would like to refer deliverable 6.2.

3.2. Login Screen
When accessing the login page, a simple account/password dialog window pops up. The accounts +
assigned restriction levels can be set up in a separate administration module.

Figure: logon screen

3.3.Recording menu

3.3.1. Basic recording management
After logging in, the user is presented with an interface containing:
-

A menu bar, containing the sections “recording” (active by default after logging in),
“management” and an account settings menu
A basic search menu on the left, containing a date picker, and “agent”, “keyword group”,
“Crosstalk” and “task” filters:
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Figure: basic search view
-

A list of recordings & their associated metadata, with a “play” button, a “select” checkbox
and a “speech processing status” icon:
o The “play” button is meant for immediate audio playback
o The “select” checkbox enables a “delete selected recording” button, allowing to
delete the selected recording
o The “pop-out” button allows access to a more detailed individual call view.
o The “speech processing status” icon (a white, green or orange circle), indicates if the
file has already been processed or not.

Figure: speech processing status
Furthermore, the recording list can be tweaked by the user: adding/removing columns, sorting
based on certain metadata, …
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Figure: Recording overview

When clicking on a search result, two extra modules become visible:
-

-

The audio player, featuring a graphic waveform of the conversation and media player controls
such as a time indicator, start/stop/ffwd, and separate volume controls per channel. Clicking
on “play” starts streaming the audio file. Quickly skipping through the audio file is possible
by clicking on any part of the wave form
A “call details” tab, showing all info and metadata regarding this particular recording
A “call analysis” tab, where the information gathered from the speech processing engine will
be presented
A “Transcription” tab, where the complete transcription of the call is presented
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Figure: Recording playback

After the recording has been processed, the “call analysis” tab will show an overview of spotted
keywords. On the waveform the tags are displayed to indicate where keywords have been spotted. In
the “call analysis” tab the confidence level is assigned to those keywords spotted.
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Figure: Call analysis
When looking at call analytics results, you have the option to filter on the desired data (tags, cross
talk, keywords or private data).

Figure: Data filtering
On top of this, you can also add additional job based filters (using the icon next to the autoscroll
option).

Figure: Job selection
The full transcription becomes available when this is activated on the corresponding jobs.
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Figure: transcription view

3.3.2. Advanced search
When the basic search functionality is not sufficient, an advanced search mechanism can be used.
This offers the user the ability to search on a full set of system parameters (agent, task, duration,
keywords, crosstalk, job…) using different logical operators (equal to, not equal to, contains, greater
than…).

Figure: advanced search view
Once set-up and validated, those search criteria can be saved as a template and reused at a later stage:

Figure: search template selection

3.3.3. Anonymization
When data has been anonymized, this will be taken into account into the recording management based
on the restrictions applicable for the connected user. When data access is not allowed, the user will
see a red overlay without access to the anonymized data, according the principles outlined in other
deliverables such as D6.2 and D8.2§4 (specifically 4.2.3), D8.3§4, D8.3§6.2, D8.4§5. All of those
restrictions are defined according to the principles defined in deliverable D6.2: proper fine-grain
security and access settings can be set-up for each user on a per-role base.
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Figure: anonymized data view
Next to the access to data, the person accessing the recording management tool also has the possibility
to anonymize additional parts of the recordings using the “quick anonymise” button.

3.3.4. Single call view
The single call view shows the details of a specific recording. This allows people to get access to the
call details, keywords detected, tags added, transcriptions provided, etc. This view incorporates all
that data in one screen.

Figure: single call view

3.3.5. Auditing on recording management tool actions
All user behaviour for the above-mentioned interfaces is traceable by default. All the actions are
logged into a SQL server database, allowing easy retrieval at a later stage. As example: when a user
clicks on “play recording”, the user identifier, call identifier, timestamp, etc. are all written into the
database.
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Figure: example of a trace
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3.4. Management Menu
When clicking on the “Management” tab, two tabs become visible:
-

Job management: to create new jobs (a set of instructions to be passed onto the speech
processing engine) and allocate them to tasks
Keyword management: to create new groups of keywords & keyword variations

3.4.1. Keyword Management
In the Keyword management section, it is possible to:
-

Create a new keyword group, containing different variations of keywords within a single
theme
Group keywords in collections, so that management is simplified.
Translate a keyword group into different languages to allow for multi-language functionality.
Add keyword variants to existing keyword groups and indicate the minimum confidence level
before it is taken into account.

Figure: Keyword management
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To simplify management of keywords an import from and export to Microsoft Excel has been
implemented.

Figure: XLS import/export for keywords
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3.4.2. Job Management
A task is a project running in the contact center, whereas a job is a certain set of instructions you want
the speech processing engine to execute (eg: spot keyword group x or y, crosstalk analysis, …). The
Bison platform will allow for very flexible job/task management:
-

A task can feature many different jobs
A job can be allocated to different tasks

This is visible on the Job management entry page, where the user is presented with an overview of all
jobs & allocated tasks, in a “view by task” or “view by job” view.

Figure: Job management

When the user wants to add a job, he/she can click on the “add job” button. The job settings menu is
opened. Sections on this page are:
-

Create new job
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-

-

-

Enable keywords for this job: here, the user will be able to select keyword groups as defined
on the keyword management tab. It is possible to: define when the keyword should be said, if
it should or should not be said at all and if the keyword should be anonymized in the
recording.
Basic analysis settings:
o define which keyword groups should be detected (and add corresponding actions)
o activate/deactivate transcription
Settings per task:
o set which tasks are assigned to this job
o set the date range for recordings to be processed

Figure: Job settings
For the detection of keyword groups, some additional options are available:
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-

time frame for the detection: should keywords be detected during the whole call or only at the
end/beginning?
Action related to the detection:
o Display a positive (green), neutral (gray) or negative (red) indicator in the recording
management tool
o Apply automatic anonymization X seconds after the keyword was detected.
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4.

Real-time call processing

Apart from the post-call processing of actual recordings, Big Bison is also able to perform real-time
speech processing of the calls. The main benefit of this real-time processing is that the agent or the
customer of the contact center can get immediate feedback during the call. As illustrated in the backend schematic, this requires a direct RTP-stream between the telephony system and the speech
processing servers.
Once processed in real-time, the results can be evaluated afterwards in the Recording Manager as
well.

4.1. Real-time processing in Interactive Voice Response flows
Instead of using traditional touch tones (DTMF), we provide the possibility to integrate speech
technology into any interactive voice response environment. From a technical point of view, this is
done via API calls (instructions) and the set-up of an RTP stream (actual voice). Functionally wise
this means the customer answers an open question (‘what can I do for you?’) instead of a closed
question when using DTMF tones. The interactive voice response flow will receive the obtained
results and will take logical decisions about the next step:
- Ask a follow-up question to the customer since not enough information is available yet
- Route the customer to a self-service environment
- Set the correct parameters for the routing of the call to the correct agent/team (skill based
routing)
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Figure: real-time speech integration in MyForce interactive voice response solution

4.2. Real-time processing during ongoing calls
A conversation between a customer and a contact center agent can be analysed in real-time. This is
done using the same technical base principles as in the IVR solution:
- API calls for job/action definition
- RTP stream for actual voice (bi-directional)
Through API calls, any 3rd party application can be informed about the call progress and act upon it:
- Modify the script flow for the agent to better support him
- Inform team leaders about the call
- Integrate the information into CRM solutions
- ….

Figure: real-time speech integration in the agent scripting environment
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5.

Speaker identification

The speaker identification function is meant to verify the identity of a caller, based on his/her voice.
Possible use cases for this technology are:
• Using the voice biometrics as a very userfriendly factor in a multi-factor authentication
process (eg in combination with a CLI), avoiding in such way the need for additional static
passwords or “security questions”
• Using voice biometrics as a tool for fraud detection in inbound call center campaign by
comparing the incoming voice with a database of suspect voiceprints
To be GDPR-compliant, all precautions are taken to keep all personal data separated from the set of
voiceprints. For further details on the legal aspects of Speaker Identification functionalities please
refer to D8.4 "Legal, ethical and societal issues of BISON III", Section 5, p. 59.
A simplified schematic can be seen in the figure below.

Figure: schematic of speaker identification

5.1. Speaker enrolment
For speaker registration, we need to have an initial voice print (VP-ID) that is created. This can be
done in a couple of different ways:
- using existing recordings
- with a specific registration procedure
- during ongoing calls when reaching out to the contact center
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Based on that data, the VP-ID will be generated and be linked to an identifier of the person (CRMID).
Important to mention is that both the VP-ID and the CRM-ID do not contain any personal data and
that recordings needed for the creation of the VP-ID will be deleted once processed. In this way, we
can guarantee that no personal data is stored within the Bison environment for speaker identification
according to the principles defined in D8.4§5.

5.2. Speaker identification
Like “Real-time processing during ongoing calls” an API call will initiate the process and an RTP
stream will provide the actual voice. The API call will provide the CRM-ID and compare it with the
VP-ID. Similar to the solution mentioned above the results are provided in real-time and can be used
to act upon.

6.

3rd party integration

For Big BISON 3rd party integration, there are 2 different methods available:
- post-call
- real-time

6.1. “Post-call” 3rd party integration
When doing post-call 3rd party integration, the Bison system requires 2 types of information:
- Meta-data through an XML file
- Voice through a WAV file

Figure: scheme export/import 3rd party recordings
The meta-data can contain any set of information related to the call such as call identifier, agent name,
call length, call campaign… and this data is fully integrated into Bison recording management tool.
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Figure: XML file for 3rd party recording integration

6.2. “Real-time” 3rd party integration
Real-time 3rd party integration is done using the principle “real-time processing during ongoing calls”.
The 3rd party contact center infrastructure oversees setting up the communication to the Big Bison
environment. This can be done by means of the above-mentioned API calls and RTP streams. Once
this is done feedback is provided using the standardized process:
- In the Bison recording management tool
- Through the available API
And this of course both real-time and post call.
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7.

The Reporting module

During the project the need for data visualisation as integrated part of the complete solution became
more and more obvious. To facilitate this, it was decided to implement not just a basic reporting
solution but a complete dashboard building and data visualisation environment (internal project name:
ORBIT).
The architecture for the environment has been split off in two components:
● A dashboard building environment, aiming at the creation of all kinds of separate dashboards.
● A dashboard publication environment, the actual place where users will see the data.

7.1. Dashboard builder environment
The creation of dashboard in an easy to use online interface:

Figure: online Bison dashboard creation environment
To enable easy management of different dashboards in one environment across different projects and
teams, an additional level was created to organize the dashboard builder environment: collections. A
collection is a grouping of different dashboards.
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Figure: overview of projects and collections
To create collections (and for other elements in the dashboard builder environment), wizards have
been added.

Figure: wizard view
Once a collection has been created, a project can be added to that collection. A project is the actual
dashboard and can exist out of:
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●
●

Different pages/tabs with on each them different widgets (graphs, data tables…).
Different data sources connecting to different SQL instances or other data sets.

Figure: general settings for a project
As first step when creating a new dashboard, a data source needs to be added. Connection details to
SQL server and credentials for the connection are added in this view. Once tested and validated, the
data source can be saved and is available to be used in this dashboard.
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Figure: Data source properties
Now new views can be added to the dashboard. A view (separate page or tab in the dashboard) can
contain different widgets that can be sized and placed on the canvas by the person building the
dashboard. Current available widgets are:
● Column chart
● Table view
● Pie chart
● Single value
● Gauge
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Figure: dashboard creation canvas
Adding a widget to the view is done by means of drag and drop action. Once added, the properties for
the specific widget will be displayed:
- Data source: which data needs to be used in this widget
- Data type:
o Raw data
o Aggregated data
- Database: choice of database on SQL server
- Table: choice of the table within the chosen database
- Calculation(s):
o Count
o Average
o Sum
o Unique count
- Column: field(s) to be used in the chosen calculation(s)
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Figure: widget data selection
Whenever you need to integrate dashboard data from different databases/tables available in the data
source, you can use the “linked table”. This functionality allows you to create links (joins) between
different datasets using unique identifiers.
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Figure: linked tables within one widget
Labels and names used can be modified through the widget properties.
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Figure: naming of labels/values
Once all widgets have been added to the dashboard, the dashboard is ready for online publication. 2
steps are needed for this:
- Publication of the package: this is the creation of the actual dashboard pages that will be
hosted on the web server
- Deployment of the created package:
o By a simple click on the deploy button, the dashboard is published in the same
environment as the dashboard builder.
o The package can be downloaded as well in order to install it on a different
environment
Once deployed, the possibility to roll back to previous version is also available.

Figure: management of published packages

7.2. End-user results example
By clicking a simple link, end-users can access the different dashboard.
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Figure: Landing page of an example dashboard

Figure: example of a column chart widget combined with a data table
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Figure: example of a basic data table

Figure: detected keyword groups per agent

8.

Conclusion

Thanks to the contribution of the different partners of the Bison consortium, Big Bison has become a
reality right now. As indicated, a lot of new functionalities have been developed over the last 21
months. As for every development project, we’re not yet completely at the end. Based on the feedback
we get from Ebos and ComData as testing partners, Big Bison will keep evolving during the coming
months. However, it’s important to mention that already at this very stage, a commercial contract has
been signed with an external customer and in the meantime this system is already operational. This
sinple fact proofs that the choices made during the development are correct and that Bison has the
potential to lead to a great commercial success.
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